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The heavy weight of concrete puts pressure 
on native soils, unnecessarily.

The installation of concrete is onerous  and 
expensive after you’ve considered the time 
and materials you would have needed.

Concrete involves hours of planning and 
time spent waiting for the mixture to set 
and dry.

Sealed surfaces are subject to the freeze-
and-thaw cycle—which causes settling and 
cracking of the concrete and pavement 
structure.

Conventional 
Methods 
Often work against you

!
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The Art & Science 
Of HandyGrid 
HandyGrid™ is a patented cellular confinement system
—also known as geocells.  
Engineers we work with closely, use our systems widely 
in construction for erosion control and soil stabilization. 
Those engineers recount that HandyGrid is similar in 
concept to using a snowshoe. A snowshoe’s light 
materials make it easy to walk around in, and solid 
enough to spread the weight over a larger area which 
allows you to stay above the surface effortlessly.  
In much the same way, HandyGrid’s design allows hot 
tubs, sheds and vehicles of all shapes sizes to be 
supported, easily.  
Spreading weight and reducing the stress on the soil is 
exactly what you need to keep any surface from shifting.  
In addition, using clear/clean crushed stone renders the 
system permeable, instantly!
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Made With Recycled Plastic Bags(LDPE) 
Low-Density Polyethylene plastic maintains its flexibility in all temperatures and is therefore 
the perfect plastic for HandyGrid. Its shape allows the grid to stay malleable from -22℃ to 
85℃ on virtually all types of soil. Plus, it will never decompose or cause any harm to the 

environment. Unlike concrete.

Patented Cellular Confinement System 
Widely used in construction for erosion control, soil stabilization, channel protection and 

structural reinforcement for load support.

Installs In 4 Simple Steps 
With a few tools—a shovel, a rake and a level—HandyGrid installs easily in less than 30 

minutes. No drying or waiting time needed. 

Reinforced Permeable Surface 
Turn your surface into an eco-friendly permeable surface immediately by installing 

HandyGrid. As water permeates through the system quickly, and goes back into the 
ground naturally, it reduces the need for salt and sand every winter.

MADE WITH 100% 
RECYCLED PLASTIC BAGS
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Here’s How to Install 
HandyGrid* 
Step 1 Excavate 4-6” (depending on type of 
installation). Now, fill with with ¼” clear/clean crushed 
stone and level.  

Step 2 After levelling, install the appropriate amount 
of HandyGrid tiles required, and check with a level again.  

Step 3 Fill the levelled HandyGrid tiles to the top of 
the cells with clear/clean crushed stone or even grass! 
Clear/clean crushed stone is easily found at most stone 
yards and landscaping & garden centres. 

Step 4 Once you’ve filled the HandyGrid system with 
clear/clean crushed stone, install the shed or hot tub. 
You’re done! 
 
* More detailed instructions and fill options are provided with your purchase of HandyGrid 

HOT TUB PREP
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HOT TUB

DRIVEWAY SHED
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GRASS 
DRIVEWAY EXTENSION

PERMEABLE DRIVEWAY

PERMEABLE DRIVEWAY PREP
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Low-density Polyethylene(LDPE) is a special 
blend of recycled plastic that stretches 
without compromising its integrity. It makes 
HandyGrid the most flexible geocell at any 
temperature, especially when compared to 
alternative HDPE systems. 

Engineers have worked tirelessly to come up 
with the art and science of every one of the 49 
cells in each tile, so that it performs as 
intended for many years, in many conditions.

HandyGrid is commonly used empty by 
construction companies who want to protect 
the grass from being damaged by heavy 
equipment such as backhoes.

Special 
Characteristics 

HandyGrid is designed to be a reinforced 
permeable surface which allows the natural 
flow of water back into the ground rapidly.
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CULVERT PROTECTION

GRASS PROTECTION

EROSION PROTECTION
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Specifications 
Weight Handling: Up to 1000t/M2 (filled)  
Size: 500mm x 500mm x 50mm 
Detail: 49 cells of 70mm x 70mm per tile  
Wall Thickness: 3mm 
Weight: 1.6 kg per tile 
Material: LDPE - Low Density Polyethylene, 100% recycled, 
withstands frost and UV radiation 
Natural Stability: resists extreme temperatures –30 to 85 °c 

IOWAT Group Inc.

(613) 822-3223
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